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Introduction 

 With the rise of the internet and social media platforms, the term “fake news” has become more 

and more prevalent in today’s society.  Fake news is simply defined as “untrue news stories”: seemingly 

reliable sources spreading false information for political benefit. However, fake news is only a part of the 

issue being discussed in this report. Nowadays, misinformation, rumours, and conspiracy theories are not 

only spread through news sources: anybody with a device that has access to the internet can spread 

information to a large group of people. Oftentimes, the distributors and recipients of information stay hidden 

behind anonymous aliases, making identification almost impossible. While the mass spread of information 

like this can be a powerful tool to connect people or spread awareness about certain issues, it also allows 

false or harmful information to be spread on a large scale.  

As an increasing number of people turn to the internet and social media in place of mainstream 

media outlets for information, this can have serious repercussions on the effectiveness and fairness of 

democracy. Accuracy of information is a key determinant of how well the basis of democracy is upheld. In 

a society where citizens can choose their government, it is important that they are correctly informed about 

potential candidates and their intentions. Furthermore, it is also important for citizens to be informed 

accurately about key issues in society so they can make decisions based on true information. The spread 

of false information is arguably the most dangerous when it relates to the health of the population, as is 

prevalent recently with rumours, misinformation, and conspiracy theories regarding COVID-19.  

Unfortunately, finding an effective solution for this issue has proven to be difficult. While the spread 

of false information can be harmful, it is a natural consequence of the right to free speech. When people 

are allowed to express information and opinions freely, there will inevitably be people who abuse this right. 

Striking a balance between preventing the spread of false information and ensuring citizens’ free speech 

is a challenge that needs to be overcome. Otherwise, there is a risk of governments or organisations using 

the premise of preventing misinformation, rumours, and conspiracy theories to engage in mass censorship 

or overregulation of the media and the internet. 
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Definition of Key Terms 

Conspiracy theory 

 A belief that rejects the standard explanation for an event or phenomenon. Instead, conspiracy 

theories usually claim that certain things occur due to secret plots made by people in power. Examples 

of famous conspiracy theories are theories claim that claim the 1969 US Moon landing was a hoax 

fabricated by the US government, or that the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is a lie cultivated by 

governments in order to better control their citizens. 

Democracy 

 A system of government in which citizens eligible to vote can vote for leaders in the government. 

In some democracies, citizens vote for representatives that vote for government leaders, while other 

democracies allow citizens to vote for the government directly. Some democratic countries also allow 

citizens to vote on government decisions through referendums. An indication of how democratic a 

country is can be found in the Economist Intelligence Unit’s annual Democracy Index. 

 Disinformation 

 Disinformation is a category of misinformation (see below) that is spread with the intention of 

deceiving people. An example is false information spread by Russian groups during the 2016 US 

election with the intention of pushing Americans to vote for a particular candidate. 

Misinformation 

 Misinformation is inaccurate or false information which is proven to be untrue. An example is that 

the ingestion of hand sanitiser can be effective in fighting diseases, especially COVID-19. Misinformation 

does not have to stem from malicious intent. 

Rumours 

 A rumour is a circulating story which is not proven to be true by a reliable source. Rumours are 

usually spread when recipients do not try and justify the rumour through other sources of information. 

They are spread through word of mouth in person or on digital platforms. 

 

 

Social Media 
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 A digital tool which allows users to create and share content with the public. Some of the most 

popular social media tools are Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and the video sharing platform TikTok.  

 

Background Information 

The spread of rumours, misinformation and conspiracy theories before social media 

         Even though the spread of rumours, misinformation, and conspiracy theories has been heightened 

by the digital age, it has always existed. False information was spread by word of mouth, and later, mass 

media outlets. Chain mail was spread first through the post and later through emails and messaging 

applications. In fact, one of the earliest instances of a mass spread of misinformation dates back to 1475. 

When a fake news story spread in the Italian city of Trent claimed that a Jewish man murdered an infant, 

nearly all the members of the Jewish community in Trent were arrested and tortured. This was not the only 

story of its kind: it belongs to a group of false news stories called the “blood libel,” in which Jews were 

accused of killing Christian children to use their blood in rituals. This early example of the spread of 

misinformation gives insight into one of the reasons why false news is still being spread today. It is more 

often than not a political tool designed to turn people against a certain group; a strategy that has been 

used by many oppressive governments and hate groups. 

      Misinformation continued to be spread into the 19th century, where the “Great Moon Hoax” caused an 

uproar in the United States. In this instance, the newspaper The New York Sun published articles claiming 

that an astronomer had found a new form of life on the moon. These news stories were allegedly written 

with an increase in sales in mind and caused the newspaper to gain many new subscribers. To this day, 

much of the misinformation, rumours, and conspiracy theories are created with a profit motive. 

       The rise of mass media in the 20th century caused multiple false news stories to circulate, particularly 

during the two world wars. For example, during the First World War, anti-German propaganda was spread 

in the form of false rumour. Stories about a “German Corpse Factory”, where dead soldiers’ bodies were 

used to make products such as human soap and lubricant were circulated. Throughout WWII, both the 

Axis and the Allies used fake rumours and misinformation about the enemy for propaganda purposes. 

      As can be seen from the above examples from history, misinformation, rumours, and conspiracy 

theories being spread is not limited to the present digital age. Governments, organisations, and individuals 

spread false and harmful information with political and social intentions, and a large number of people 

believed it and continue to believe it. Therefore, although controlling the medium through which false news 

is spread is important, the intentions behind it and the reason people believe it must also be taken into 

account. 
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Spread of rumours, misinformation, and conspiracy theories in the digital age 

         The rise of social media in the 21st century has drastically increased the amount of misinformation, 

rumours, and conspiracy theories spread. People have access to mainstream media outlets online, but 

they are also free to anonymously spread information and opinions on social media. Social media is 

designed to distribute and advertise popular posts, photos, and articles, which means that when a false or 

invalidated information is shared among a certain number of people, computer algorithms cause it to trend, 

exposing an increasing amount of people to it. People that believe in certain rumours or conspiracy 

theories can also connect with similar people from all around the world. 

        Rumours and conspiracy theories on social media tend to surface in light of major events. The most 

recent examples are conspiracy theories regarding COVID-19. There have been many conspiracies 

regarding the legitimacy of the pandemic and potential cures. Some examples are a conspiracy stating 

that COVID-19 stems from 5G, that Ccomes from eating bat soup, or that COVID-19 was created in a lab. 

In times of uncertainty and panic, these conspiracies can be very dangerous and potentially pose threats 

to people’s lives. The conspiracy theory that COVID-19 is a government-created hoax, referred to as 

“Plandemic,” for example, has stopped some people from taking adequate measures to protect themselves 

and others, causing an increase in infections. 

 

           COVID-19 and the response of social media platforms  

In light of the recent COVID-19 pandemic, multiple large companies in control of social media sites 

have taken steps to self-regulate, preventing the spread of misinformation, rumours and 

conspiracies. This is usually in the form of flagging potentially misleading information and taking it 

off trending pages. 

The American social media site Twitter has introduced labels and warning messages on potentially 

misleading information, with specific labels for COVID-19. These labels provide links to reliable 

information about COVID-19. There are also labels that identify information that conflicts with 

guidance from public health experts. 

Another social media site, Instagram, has taken similar action. Information regarding COVID-19, if 

not posted by a credible health organisation, is taken off the “explore” page. Instagram has also 

employed third-party fact-checkers that identify potentially misleading information and flag it. 

However, according to a Business Insider article, flagged information can still be shown on 

individual users’ homepages. 
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The video-sharing platform YouTube also flags potentially misleading videos; nevertheless, more 

than a quarter of the most-viewed videos regarding COVID-19 contain inaccurate information, 

according to a study conducted by BMJ health. In 2019, channels disguised as American news 

outlets posted hundreds of videos with thumbnails including false information to serve as a trap to 

increase ad revenue. 

Over 40% of COVID-19 related misinformation has been found on Facebook. Facebook 

has been involved in many scandals regarding misinformation and fake news in the past. Most 

notably, the social media network came under fire during the 2016 US election, when it played a 

role in spreading false information about the presidential candidates. While Facebook has 

promised to increase its’ screening for fake news, it also changed its’ ad policy in 2019, and is now 

only required to remove Facebook ads that had been “debunked by third-party fact-checkers”. 

However, in some countries, the third-party companies are notably small -  with one company 

responsible for fact-checking content in the United Kingdom consisting of less than 10 people, 

calling the effectiveness of fact-checking into question. 

Self-regulation by social media sites and internet sites can be an effective tool for monitoring 

misleading information, rumours, and conspiracy theories in regards to crises such a COVIS-19. 

However, these strategies have proven to be imperfect. As seen above, Leaving large social media 

sites to decide what is categorised as misinformation, rumours, or conspiracy theories can easily 

cause over- or -under regulation of content. 

Vaccinations 

Rumours, misinformation, and conspiracy theories surrounding have had a serious impact 

on the “anti-vaccination movement”, causing an increasing unwillingness to be vaccinated among 

certain groups. 

Misleading information regarding vaccines circulating on the internet in recent years has 

been abundant. This information presents readers with false claims about the safety and 

effectiveness of vaccines. Many people to become more hesitant to get vaccinated, causing some 

illnesses that were almost eradicated previously to resurface. A prime example of this happening 

is the case of Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (MMR). In 1998, Dr. Andrew Wakefield published a 

study claiming that a link was identified between the MMR vaccine and symptoms of autism. This 

study was found to be false and later revoked; however, to this day, there are many people that 

believe in a link between the MMR vaccine and autism. Prominent figures such as President Trump 

of the United States have also claimed that there is a link between the two factors, fueling the 

misinformation on social media platforms. At the same time, vaccination coverage for the MMR in 

several developed countries has decreased. For example, vaccination coverage in the UK 
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decreased from 94% in 2019 to 90% in 2013. Along with this, there was also a resurgence in cases, 

with the WHO stating in 2019 that measles was no longer considered to be eliminated in the UK. 

As seen in this example, rumours and misinformation regarding health-related issues can 

have serious real-world impacts. It is therefore important that reliable sources are promoted to 

people and misinformation and rumours are debunked. 

Elections 

 Another way rumours and misinformation can directly affect democracy is through manipulating 

information during elections. Being able to choose a candidate for government positions is the basic 

principle of democracy; however, in order for it to be fair, correct information must be spread about potential 

candidates so citizens can make informed decisions. There is often misleading, false, or highly contested 

information circulating around the time of elections. This information comes from individuals, campaigns, 

or foreign powers and is highly politically motivated.  

 One of the most prominent examples of this is the 2016 US elections. In 2017, multiple American 

news networks released evidence to the public that there had been Russian interference in the US election. 

Facebook linked over 80,000 posts to the “Internet Research Agency”, one of the Russian company 

responsible for the spread. These posts had been created with over 470 different accounts and shared 

mostly false information in favour of Donald Trump. 50,258 twitter accounts were also found to be linked 

to Russian bots, which had been programmed to spread false information during the election period. It is 

suspected that the Russian government intervened in this election by affecting the information circulation 

as they saw it to be more beneficial for Russia if Donald Trump won the elections. 

 However, foreign meddling is not the only contributor to election misinformation and rumours. 

Domestic groups, as well as parties involved in the elections are often guilty of spreading rumours and 

disinformation. The United Kingdom’s election in December of 2019 is an example of how parties can use 

social media to boost their agenda. Leading up to the election, the Conservative Party edited a video to 

make it seem like a politician from the Labour Party had been unable to answer a question, although this 

had not occurred. Furthermore, the conservative election campaign had bought a Google advertisement 

resulting in top search results about the Labour Party’s manifesto to be negative. A Conservative Party 

Twitter account had also been made to look like that of a non-partisan fact-checking group. On the other 

hand, the Labour Party’s leader, Jeremy Corben, cited documents stating the Conservative party would 

damage the British healthcare system, which was later found to stem from a Russian disinformation 

campaign. 
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Major Countries and Organizations Involved 

China  

           In addition to heavily censoring the internet, China has one of the strictest regulation systems 

regarding the spread of misinformation, rumours, and conspiracy theories. On messaging and social media 

sites, users are required to undergo real-name authentication, meaning that all accounts can be traced 

back to a real-life user. Furthermore, in 2016, “undermining economic and social disorder” by spreading 

rumours was criminalised. There are also laws that require social media platforms to republish and repost 

news from registered news agencies only. In addition, social media sites are instructed to identify and 

rebut false rumours.  

France  

 France took legal measures to stop the spread of false information during the 2018 elections. In 

the 3 months preceding an election, authorities are allowed to remove content and block sites spreading 

false information. Sites are also required to be more transparent about sponsored content. Broadcast 

authorities can block TV or radio outlets that are acting under the control of a foreign state to “disseminate 

false information.” The law was appealed by over 50 senators; however, the French Constitutional Court 

validated the law.  

Vietnam 

 A new Vietnamese law regarding misinformation took effect in January 2019. Spreading false 

information was criminalised and can be punished with incarceration. This law also instructs internet 

service providers to disclose user’s data to the government for tracking. Social media platforms must 

remove content when requested to do so by the government. 

Germany 

 In Germany, a law passed in 2017 aimed to combat false news in social media networks. Social 

media sites are required to report false news to the government and facilitate a reporting system within 

their sites. Social networks are also required to remove posts and information that violates the law. This 

law was controversial when it was passed, as it was criticized as being rushed and having the potential to 

infringe on the freedom of the press by the non-governmental organisation Reporters Without Borders. 

The UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression also expressed concern about the 

law being a threat to human rights. Nevertheless, the law is still in place in Germany. 
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European Union 

 The European Union (EU) has been vocal concerning the spread of misinformation, rumours, and 

conspiracy theories, and the dangers these bring to democracy. In 2018, the European Commission (EC), 

one of the governing bodies of the EU, created the High Level Expert Group on Fake News and Online 

Disinformation to advise itself. They published a report which set out practices to combat fake news and 

online disinformation. In this report, the experts advised against implementing overly simplistic solutions, 

and clearly stated that censorship should be avoided. Instead, a five-step multi-faceted approach was 

proposed. This approach includes increasing the transparency of online news, promoting education 

regarding media literacy, and developing reporting tools for users while protecting the freedom of the press. 

 Furthermore, the EU put the Code of Practice on Disinformation in place in October 2018. This is 

a document signed by Facebook, Google, Twitter, Mozilla, Microsoft, and TikTok as well as members of 

the advertising industry. It proposes self-regulatory standards that should be held up by social media 

networks and advertising companies. In this code of practice, signatories promised to halt advertising 

revenues of users that were spreading disinformation, increase the transparency of political advertising, 

improve user-reporting systems, increase the visibility of authoritative content, and grant data access to 

research organisations for further study. Signatories were required to submit a report in early 2019 outlining 

their implementation plan. Furthermore, signatories report back to the European Commission (EC) about 

the actions that have been taken to implement the code. The EC has been continuously pushing 

signatories to adhere to the code. In June 2020, the EC drew attention to the prevalence of COVID-19 

related misinformation on social media networks and urged signatories to take further action. 

 The EU has recently become more vocal about foreign countries deliberately spreading false 

information about the COVID-19 pandemic online. In June 2020, the EC accused China and Russia of 

spreading misinformation globally in order to gain influence. They referenced stories that “undermined 

democracies and their response to the crisis”, for example a story stating that US biological laboratories 

existed in former Soviet republics. An instance in April, when a Chinese embassy website published an 

article stating that healthcare workers in the EU had abandoned their jobs, had also been previously 

criticised.  

 

Timeline of Events 

Date Description of event 

2016 
Strings of false stories originating from Macedonia were distributed on 

Facebook, leasing to the resurgence of the word “fake news”. 
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Donald Trump makes false link between MMR vaccine and autism during his 

election campaign which causes an increase in misinformation about this 

vaccine. 

January 2017 
Multiple American news networks publish a document claiming there was 

Russian interference in the US election 

2018                              UNESCO launches “Fake News and Disinformation Handbook” which sets out  

  steps countries can follow to combat mis- and disinformation. 

2018       The EU “Code of Practice on Disinformation” is signed by major technology 

firms. They enter into a voluntary agreement promising to increase transparency and improve 

user reporting systems. 

2020                           COVID-19 pandemic causes large amounts of rumours, misinformation and 

conspiracy theories to be shared online, social media firms update regulations 

2020                           “Verified” created by the UN Secretary General. It is a team responsible for 

spreading true, reliable information about the pandemic 

                    

Relevant UN Treaties and Events 

There have been no official UN treaties or resolutions on this issue; however, relevant UN events are 

listed below. 

● United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)  “ Fake News and 

Disinformation Handbook” Launched at International Governance Forum in 2018. 

● World Health Organisation “mythbusters” working with technology firms to counter the spread of 

rumours since March 2020. 

● Verified, a team of “digital first-responders” created by UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres to 

increase the amount of trustworthy information regarding the pandemic. 

 

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue 

 There have not been any international attempts to solve this issue yet. Some countries have 

created their own laws to combat rumours, misinformation, and conspiracy theories. The strictness of 

these laws depends mostly on the right to freedom of speech and free internet in that country. In democratic 

countries, some of these laws have been heavily criticised as endangering the right to freedom of speech 
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and the freedom of press, causing them to be only minorly successful. Laws in more authoritarian countries 

are much stricter, allowing governments to take down information at all times. However, these laws do not 

align with the principle of freedom of speech and press, which is essential for democracy. 

 Individual social media sites have internal regulations and guidelines to regulate misinformation, 

rumours, and conspiracy theories. These consist of removing potentially harmful posts, promoting reliable 

news, operating a user-reporting system, and flagging potentially misleading content. While this is a step 

in the correct direction, algorithms that control these actions are not perfect, and departments monitoring 

these algorithms are sometimes understaffed in comparison to the large amount of rumours, 

misinformation and conspiracy theories that circulate on the platforms. Furthermore, allowing social media 

sites to have complete control of what is flagged or taken down can lead to biased decisions on behalf of 

the companies. 

 There have not been many major treaties surrounding this issue yet. The EU Code of Practice on 

Disinformation is one of the only agreements involving an international organisation and multiple 

stakeholders such as social media firms. It holds social media platforms accountable for the progress they 

make in combatting various types of untrue, misleading or unproven information on their platforms. 

Although firms are required to report back to the EU every month, the agreement does not set out clear 

consequences for what occurs when firms do not meet the standard set out in the Code of Practice. 

  

Possible Solutions 

 Finding legal measures to tackle rumours, misinformation, and conspiracy theories requires a multi-

faceted approach. Delegates will have to consider the different amounts of control governments have over 

the internet in different countries and factor this into their resolutions. Many countries will not accept 

legislation that causes an infringement to the right of free speech. 

 Firstly, delegates should not forget to address what causes false information to be circulated.  

People that believe and share false stories or claims often lack critical thinking skills or education. Thus, it 

would be helpful to find ways to teach people to think twice about what they read. This could be achieved 

through internet campaigns or education in schools, for example. 

 Technological solutions will also be a big part of solving this issue.  Apart from continuing to require 

social media platforms to increase the transparency of sources of information and implementing user 

reporting systems, governments or social media platforms could use automation detection to detect 

accounts and content that includes rumours, misinformation, or conspiracy theories throughout social 

media platforms. Another possible solution is to implement a public portal, which would act as a search 
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engine and allow users to find out where articles or claims come from and through what means they 

reached social media. These technological solutions could be achieved by partnerships between the 

government and private sector firms. 

 Delegates could also consider proposing laws that criminalise the intentional distribution of rumours, 

misinformation, or conspiracy theories with political or harmful intentions. However, delegates should keep 

in mind that these laws could be manipulated by governments and be used as a facade to harm political 

opponents. Thus, delegates should be clear in regards to what constitutes a crime under these laws. Laws 

that are too general in nature are more prone to being misinterpreted and misused. 
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